Abstract

This paper reports on the design features and construction progress of the barrier bucket RF systems for the NICA collider being built at JINR, Dubna. Each of two collider rings has three RF systems named RF1 to 3. RF1 is a barrier bucket system used for particles capturing and accumulation during injection, RF2 and 3 are resonant systems operating at 22nd and 66th harmonics of the revolution frequency and used for the 22 bunches formation. The RF systems are designed by Budker INP. Both RF1 stations were manufactured, delivered to JINR and tested at the stand. The test results are presented in the article, as well as some results of calculating the effect of the RF1 system on the beam dynamics.

INTRODUCTION

The Nuclotron based Ion Collider fAcility (NICA) [1], operating in its heavy ion collision mode is aimed at the experiments with colliding beams of $^{197}$Au$^{79+}$ ions at energies from 1 to 4.5 GeV/u per beam. Budker Institute of Nuclear Physics contributes to several parts of the project, including its RF systems – barrier bucket and harmonic. Barrier bucket system, RF1, is used to capture the particles injected from the Nuclotron and to accumulate the required number of ions. This is done using moving barriers technique. RF1 also can accelerate the accumulated beam if the injection energy is lower than that of the experiment. Harmonic systems, RF2 and 3, are used to form 22 bunches with required parameters. Each collider ring has one RF1 station, four RF2 and eight RF3 stations.

The RF1 system generates 2 pairs of $\pm 5$ kV pulses (accelerating and decelerating in each pair) at the bunch revolution frequency thus forming the two separatrices – injection and stack. A bunch from the Nuclotron is shot into the injection separatrix, moved and added to the stack by switching off the pulses separating the two separatrices and so merging the two bunches. If the combined bunch length exceeds the half-ring perimeter it is compressed by moving the barrier pulses. Ion accumulation process is accomplished by the electron cooling. The accumulated ions trapped between the two barrier pulses may be accelerated, if needed, by $\pm 0.3$ kV meander voltage generated by the RF1 as well [2].
Stacking Algorithm

During injection of particles into the collider ring, particles are accumulated between the first and second pulses. In the interval between the third and fourth pulses, particles are injected. After the second and third pulses are turned off after their contraction, the accumulated bunch and the injected bunch are combined. The fourth voltage pulse becomes the second. Then it is necessary to switch on the third and fourth impulses accordingly in order to return to the initial location. The duration of the barrier voltage pulse can be adjusted from 80 ns to 10 ns.

If it is necessary to increase the energy, the accelerating voltage is switched on and at the same time, the magnetic field in the collider ring rises. Accelerating voltage (blue solid line on Fig. 3) - meander (0-300) V.

INFLUENCE OF THE BARRIER SYSTEM ON BEAM DYNAMICS

Figure 6 shows a sketch of the entire RF1 station and a diagram of the connection of the RF1 station rings to the accelerating gap with rectangular voltage sources.

On equivalent circuits (Fig. 6, Fig. 7, Fig. 8) numbers 1-6 indicate parts of the rings: 1 – key (pulse generator); 2 - primary loop (from pulse generator to amorphous iron); 3 - amorphous iron; 4 - secondary loop (parasitic gap around the inductor); 5 - coaxial; 6 - accelerating gap.

3D modeling of the RF1 station is impossible due to the complexity of the design, since it is necessary to take into account not only geometric, but also electrical parameters. Therefore, the simulation of output voltage and impedance were carried out using equivalent circuits on Fig. 7, Fig.8. Figure 7 shows the equivalent circuit one ring for the rings with numbers N=1-19.

The measurements of the station and calculations of its model with the estimated parameters were carried out. Using the equivalent circuit, the signal transmission through the structure (Fig. 9) and the impedance (Fig. 10) are calculated.

The measurements of the station and calculations of its model with the estimated parameters were carried out. Using the equivalent circuit, the signal transmission through the structure (Fig. 9) and the impedance (Fig. 10) are calculated.

Parameters of equivalent circuit are estimated with independent inductances and capacitances (quasistatic approach) and corrected so that simulation of output voltage was in sufficient accordance with measured one (Fig. 9).
RF voltage affecting the particle dynamics includes the RF system output voltage $U_{rf}$ (obtained above, Fig. 9), the beam-induced voltage $U_{ind}$, taking into account the output impedance of the station RF1 and the harmonics of the beam longitudinal distribution function, and the space charge field voltage, proportional to this distribution function:

$$U(\varphi) = U_{rf}(\varphi) + U_{se}(\varphi, \rho) + U_{ind}(\varphi, \rho)$$

The beam particles undergo phase motion in the potential of this voltage:

$$W(\Delta \varphi) = k_0 \frac{Z_{Au}}{A_{Au}} e^{\frac{\Delta \varphi}{\eta}} (U(\varphi_0 + \Delta \varphi) - U(\varphi_0))d\varphi$$

$$k_0 = \frac{q_{rf} \omega_0 \eta I_0}{2\pi R_{p} p_s} > 0, \quad \eta = \frac{\gamma_s^2 - \alpha}{\gamma_s^2 + \alpha}$$

The stationary (Boltzmann) distribution is defined with account of the total potential:

$$\rho(\varphi) = C \cdot \exp\left(-\frac{W_{rf}(\varphi) + W_{se}(\varphi, \rho) + W_{ind}(\varphi, \rho)}{\delta_{p_{av}}^2 (\omega_0 \eta)^2}\right)$$

$$\int_0^{2\pi} \rho(\varphi) d\varphi = Q = I_0 / f_0, \quad \delta_{p_{av}}^2 = \left(\frac{\Delta p}{p_{s}}\right)^2$$

The (self-consistent) longitudinal distribution is found by solving the self-consistent problem by iterations (Fig. 11), in which the initial approximation is calculated without taking into account the induced voltage and the space charge field (black dash-dotted line on Fig. 11).

As a result, with the maximum possible spread of longitudinal pulses, we obtain a longitudinal distribution and the shape of a potential well at a beam current of 0.4 A and an ion energy of 3 GeV/u. These calculations show that the stationary longitudinal distribution of the beam 0.4A can exist.

**Microwave Instability**

A table of threshold values of the beam current at energies from 1 to 4.5 GeV/u was calculated (Table 1).

$$I_0 \leq \frac{\phi_{bb} \left( A_{Au} E / Z_{Au} e \right) \eta \delta_{p_{av}}^2}{\left| Z_{out}(n \omega_0) / n \right|_{max}}$$

RF1 impedance (max 60ohm, see Fig. 10) at 0.4A does not cause microwave instability.

**Table 1: Microwave Instability Threshold**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Energy, GeV/u</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4.5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta E_{sep} / 3 \cdot 10^{-3}$</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Threshold current, A, at $\left</td>
<td>Z / n \right</td>
<td>_{max} = 60$ Ohm</td>
<td>2.6A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**CONCLUSION**

The results of testing the station at the stand are obtained. An equivalent circuit diagram of the station was compiled, taking into account the design features and measurements of the finished station. The parameters of the station were measured and simulations were carried out.

The calculations of the beam dynamics have been carried out, which show that the stationary longitudinal distribution of the beam 0.4A can exist and no microwave instability arises during the operation of the station.
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